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Introduction

Platinum catalysts with different supports (alumina, silica 
and others) and associated (or not) with other metals are 
widely used in chemical industries [1-3] and in the control of the 
emission of hydrocarbons and other pollutants [4]. The wide use 
of these catalysts is related to their high activity and selectivity 
in commercially important reactions such as hydrogenation, 
dehydrogenation, isomerization and oxidation, among others 
[1,5,6]. In all these applications, the catalysts are deactivated 
over the years, through different mechanisms, such as coke 
deposition, poisoning, incrustation and others, lead to a gradual 
and progressive loss of activity and/or selectivity [6-9].

One of the most severe deactivation problems has been noted 
over the commercial catalyst for the reforming of naphtha, an 
important fraction of petroleum, consisting mainly of C5-C12 
paraffins, naphthenes, olefins, and aromatics. In this process, long-
chain hydrocarbons are reconstructed through isomerization, 
hydrogenation, dehydrocyclization and dehydrogenation 
reactions, among others [6]. The reactions take place in acidic and/
or metallic sites, requiring a bifunctional catalyst. The systems 
most used are Pt/Al2O3-Cl types, in which the metallic component  

 
has enough activity for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation 
reactions, while the support (chlorinated alumina) has sufficient 
acidity to promote isomerization reactions [6,7]. The cooperative 
action of the two sites promotes other reactions, such as 
dehydrocyclization, through a bifunctional mechanism [6-8]. 
Undesirable reactions also occur, which reduce the yield of the 
process, such as hydrocracking and hydrogenolysis, deactivating 
the catalyst by coke formation. This problem was significantly 
minimized by the introduction of a second and further a third 
metal, such as rhenium, iridium, germanium and tin [8,10,11] to 
the catalyst platinum monometallic. Bimetallic and trimetallic 
catalysts have shown greater resistance to coke deactivation and 
therefore are more stable under more severe operating conditions 
(higher temperatures and lower pressures).

In industrial operations, a complex network of reaction occurs 
[12] during naphtha forming, favoring the catalyst deactivation by 
deposition of coke, sintering or poisoning by substances from the 
feed [6]. Coke production is by far the most important cause of the 
catalyst deactivation [6,13-17]. Both acid and metal sites catalyze 
coke formation, but the main amount is deposited over the acid 
sites [9,18]. The partial pressure of hydrogen and hydrocarbon, 
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time on stream, gas–oil feed flow, and the reaction temperature 
are the main operation variables that affect the production of 
coke, as described by several authors [6,12-16].

The occurrence of sintering is mainly related to temperature, 
reaction atmosphere, kind and dispersion of the metal, promoters 
and impurities. The specific surface area, texture, and porosity 
of the support also affect the rates of sintering and redispersion 
[15,16]. For naphtha reforming catalysts, the most important 
problem of sintering is caused by the successive regeneration of 
the catalysts during coke burning, causing the slow sintering of 
the support, which can lead to catalyst deactivation over the years 
[6]. The other cause of the catalyst deactivation is the poisoning 
by impurities present in the feedstock or formed by secondary 
reactions during the process. It is known [8,10,12] that the poison 
is strongly chemisorbed on the active sites of the catalyst, causing 
a temporary or permanent decrease in the overall activity. Sulfur is 
probably the main poison for reforming catalysts, causing severe 
poisoning of the metal, but other impurities such as nitrogenous 
compounds, arsenic, sodium, copper, mercury and lead are also 
harmful. They can be irreversibly adsorbed and accumulated on 
the active sites of the catalyst [6,18]. Sulfur compounds are always 
present in the naphtha feedstock, requiring a hydrodesulfurization 
unit located upstream of the reforming reactor. The sulfur 
tolerance depends on the catalyst sensitivity, which is related with 
its composition (mono-, bi- and tri-metallic catalysts) and the 
presence of additives [6,8].

In recent times, new technologies have been proposed for oil 
drilling in deep waters, some of them injecting silicone into the 
wells. As a consequence, naphtha feedstock has been contaminated 
by small amounts of silicon (a few ppb). After some years, it was 
found that silicon also acts as a poison for Pt-Re/Al2O3 commercial 
catalysts in naphtha reforming. It was supposed that silicon 
compounds have been gradually and progressively deposited on 
the catalyst over the years, causing an irreversible deactivation. 
The poisoning finally led to the catalyst disposal, thus reducing its 
operating cycle in industrial plants. This drawback has aroused 
attention of the researchers [19] to understand the poisoning of 
reforming catalysts by silicon. An essential step for this study is the 
development of methodologies that can reproduce the poisoning 
of industrial catalysts, in the laboratory.

In a previous work [19], a new methodology for poisoning 
Pt/Al2O3 catalysts was developed under flow conditions. As far as 
we know, no other was carried out regarding silicon poisoning. 
In the present study, the poisoning was carried out under static 
conditions, aiming to find a faster and simpler method, which 
allows to simulate the industrial poisoning under conditions of 
less expenditure of time and reactants. With this goal in mind, 
the effect of heating atmosphere on the poisoning of the metallic 
function of industrial naphtha reforming was studied in this work. 
Pt/Al2O3 catalyst was used as a model system for naphtha reforming 

catalysts. As a poison, substituted methyl polyoxysiloxane (MPS) 
was used, which has a structure similar to the compounds used 
in oil drilling.

Experimental

The catalysts were prepared by impregnating a commercial 
support ( γ -Al2O3, HIQ 20 Extruded TRILOB 1/16”, φ <100) with 
a platinum precursor. Alumina (10g) was calcined at 500°C for 
2h, under air flow, and then dispersed in 21.84 mL of 0.4 mol. 
L-1 solution of chloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6), 1 mL of hydrochloric 
acid and 5.2 ml of water. This suspension was kept in a rotary 
evaporator, for 6h, at room temperature. The system was then 
vacuum filtered and dried at 120°C, for 12h. The solid (PS sample) 
was then calcined under air flow (50 mL min-1) for 2h, to get 
platinum oxide supported on alumina.

The catalyst thus obtained was contaminated by silicon, using 
methyl polyoxysiloxane (MPS) as a model compound for the 
silicone injected in the wells. During contamination, 10g of the 
sample was dispersed in a solution of 3.4 g of substituted methyl 
polyoxysiloxane (MPS) in 34 mL of n-hexane, keeping the system 
under stirring, in a rotary evaporator, for 24h. The solid was dried 
in at 60°C, for 24h, producing the PC sample. A part of the material 
was heated at 500°C, for 2h under nitrogen flow (50 mL min-1), 
generating the PCN sample, and the other part was heated in the 
same conditions (500°C, 2h) but under hydrogen flow, producing 
the PCH sample.

The catalysts were characterized by Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR), chemical analysis, specific surface area 
measurements, and temperature programmed reduction (TPR). 
The activity of the metallic sites was evaluated in the cyclohexane 
dehydrogenation, a typical reaction of metal sites [14].

The effectiveness of the contamination was evaluated by FTIR. 
The spectra were obtained in the range of 4000 to 400 cm-1, using 
potassium bromide discs (0.05 g) and a model Valor-III Jasco 
equipment. The amount of silica and platinum in the catalysts 
was determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 
spectroscopy (ICP-AES), using an ARL 3410 mini torch equipment. 
The solids were previously digested in a mixture of 1 mL of nitric 
acid, 3 mL of hydrochloric acid and 1 mL of sulfuric acid. The 
specific surface areas of the catalysts were measured using a TPD/
TPR 2900 Analyzer model Micromeritics equipment and the BET 
method. The sample (0.05 g) was heated under nitrogen flow up 
to 150°C and kept at this temperature for 1h. The measurements 
were carried out under a flow of a 30% N2/He mixture at liquid 
nitrogen temperature. The effect of the poisoning on the platinum 
reduction was studied by temperature programmed reduction 
using a TPD/TPR 2900 Analyser model Micromeritics equipment. 
In the experiments, the hydrogen consumption from a 5% H2/
N2 mixture was monitored, while the sample (0.15 g) was heated 
(10°C min-1) from 30 to 1000°C.
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The catalysts were evaluated in cyclohexane dehydrogenation 
to benzene in a micro stainless steel fixed bed reactor operating at 
315°C, 1 atm and WHSV=30 L-1. During the experiments, a stream 
of hydrogen (100 mL min-1) was flowed through a saturator, 
containing cyclohexane to obtain a ratio H2/cyclohexane=7 and 
then was fed to the reactor [20]. Prior the reaction, the sample 
(0.10g) was reduced under hydrogen flow, at 500°C, for 2h. The 
reactor effluent was analyzed by on line gas chromatography 
using a Varian 3400 CX chromatograph equipped with an FID and 

a packed column of FFAP on Chromosorb. The average error of the 
measurements was less than 3%.

Results and Discussion

(Figure 1) shows the FTIR spectra for the samples. For all 
cases, we can see a broad band at 3400 cm-1 and another one 
at 1600 cm-1, which are related to stretching and deformation 
vibrations, respectively, of O-H bonds in adsorbed water [21].

Figure 1: FTIR spectra of a catalyst before (P sample) and after (PC sample) contamination and after calcination under nitrogen (PCN 
sample) and hydrogen (PCH sample).

The sorption of silicone by the samples was confirmed from 
the characteristic bands of silicon-carbon and silicon-oxygen 
bonds. The species linked to silicon, such as the methyl group, 
Si(CH3)2, were identified by the band at 1262 cm-1, in addition 
to groups containing oxygen, such as Si-O-Si (1097 cm-1) [21]. 
These species are typical of the silicone used in the experiments, 
whose structure has methyl groups in addition to Si-O-Si bonds, 
which characterizes the compound. After heating, the silicon 
bands changed, indicating the transformation of organic silicon 
compounds. For the sample calcined under hydrogen flow, the 

band at 1262 cm-1 related to Si(CH3)2 groups, became broader and 
was shifted to lower wavenumbers, overlapping with the band 
at 1097 cm-1 (Si-O-Si bonds). On the other hand, the band below 
1000 cm-1, typical of metal-oxygen bonds in metal oxides [22], 
remained unaffected as compared to fresh catalyst. These findings 
suggest that no silicon oxide was formed in the catalyst. However, 
for the catalyst calcined under nitrogen flow, the band at 1262 
cm-1 decreased while the other bands overlapped, producing the 
enlargement of the broad band below 1000 cm-1, which assumes 
the typical shape of the bands of Si-O bonds in silica [22] bonded 
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to alumina (Figure 1) surface, through OH groups, according to the 
scheme shown in (Figure 2), in agreement with a previous work 
[23]. Under heating, some CH3 groups are eliminated, and the 
reminiscent silicon remains as organic compounds (PCH sample) 

or as silica (PCN). From these results, one can conclude that silicon 
is present mostly as organic compounds in PCH sample while for 
the PCN sample it is mostly as silica.

Figure 2: Scheme showing the bonding of silicon compounds on the surface of alumina.

The chemical analysis results displayed in (Table 1) show 
that heating removes part of silicon in agreement with the FTIR 
spectra. Also, more silicon remained in the sample heated under 
hydrogen flow. The amount of platinum decreased indicating that 
some metal is loss during contamination. The specific surface 
area of the catalyst (P sample) largely decreased (PC) after 
contamination, as shown in (Table 1). As alumina is a non-porous 

solid, it is expected that its interparticle pores can accommodate 
the silicon compounds, which then are able to act as a ligand 
among the particles favoring their agglomeration and then 
decreasing the specific surface areas. However, during heating the 
specific surface areas are recovered, the differences being within 
the experimental error.

Table 1: Chemical analysis (% Pt e % Si) and specific surface area (Sg) of catalysts.

Sample Pt , %, (weight) Si, % (weight) Sg (m2/g)

P 0.56 -- 197

PC 0.37 5.27 55

PCN 0.42 4.10 174

PCH 0.41 4.35 165

Figure 3: (a) Catalyst reduction profile before (P sample) and after (PC sample) contamination and (b) catalyst reduction profile after 
calcination under nitrogen (PCN sample) and hydrogen (PCH sample).

(Figure 3a) shows the TPR curves of the catalyst before 
and after contamination. Before contamination (P sample), the 
catalyst showed a typical reduction profile of platinum supported 
on alumina with a peak at 250 oC, assigned to platinum reduction 
[10]. The other peak at 360oC is related to platinum particles in 
strong interaction  with  the support [24]. After contamination, 
only one negative peak was noted at higher temperatures, related 

to hydrogen release from silicon compounds decomposition. It is 
probable that platinum could be reduced at lower temperatures, 
but no consumption was detected because of hydrogen generated 
by the decomposition of silicon compounds. After all platinum had 
been reduced a negative peak appeared related to the release of 
hydrogen from silicone. After calcination at 500oC, under nitrogen 
or hydrogen, the reduction patterns varied depending on the 
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heating atmosphere, as shown in (Figure 3b). For the PCH sample, 
the profile was similar to PC sample. For the other catalyst, a peak 
at 540oC was noted, related to platinum in strong interaction with 
alumina and silica. At higher temperatures, the decomposition of 
silicon compounds occurs resulting in a negative peak.

The conversion profiles, obtained in the dehydrogenation of 
cyclohexane, as a function of time over the fresh and contaminated 
catalysts are shown in (Figure 4). For the fresh catalyst, the values 
increase slowly at the beginning of reaction, reaching steady 
values after 100 min. On the other hand, contaminated catalysts 
lead to stable values since the beginning of reaction. Regardless 

the heating atmosphere, silicon decreased benzene conversion, 
indicating that silicon poisons the metallic sites. In addition, 
nitrogen atmosphere led to a stronger deactivation compared 
to hydrogen. In addition to the lower amount of platinum in the 
sample heated under nitrogen, this suggests that the release of 
organic silicon compounds at lower temperatures produces silica 
(hard to remove), which may cover some platinum atoms. In the 
case of catalysts heated under hydrogen, most of these compounds 
remain in organic form and are eliminated only in the reduction 
step that precedes the reaction. It is concluded, therefore, that 
silica promotes greater deactivation of metallic sites than organic 
silicon compounds.

Figure 4: Conversion of cyclohexane to benzene as a function of time over the fresh (P sample) and contaminated and calcinated catalysts 
under nitrogen (PCN sample) or hydrogen (PCH sample).

Conclusion

In the development of contamination systems for modelling 
deactivation of naphtha catalysts, the use of hydrogen or nitrogen 
for heating the catalyst leads to different catalysts. Heating the 
catalysts under nitrogen flow is efficient for removing organic 
silicon compounds but silica is produced, and the activity of the 
catalyst is poor. Silica is difficult to remove and is supposed to 
cover some platinum sites. On the other hand, the catalyst heated 
under hydrogen showed no silica and then the loss of activity was 
slower. Because of this, the last methodology is more suitable to 
carry out the silicon contamination in the laboratory to simulate 
the slow catalyst deactivation in industrial processes. Silicon 
was found to be a strong poison for Pt/Al2O3 catalysts. In spite 
of the importance of silicon poisoning in industrial operations of 
naphtha reforming, very few studies were reported in the open 
literatures. Future research dealing with a real mixture used in the 
oil drilling mainly in deep waters is much needed to assure that 
this process will not damage the catalysts used downstream.
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